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SUGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS IN OHIO, IN 1900. 
BY A. D. SELBY AND J. W. AHES. 
Through the continued cooperation of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, sugar beet seed was distributed to Ohio growers 
again in 1900. About 900 pounds was supplied by the Department of 
Agriculture through the Section of Seed and Plant Introduction of the 
Division of Botany. This &eed was imported from Europe for use in 
the several portions of the country and came from the four growers 
listed below, Numbers 3941, 3942, 3943, 3944 and 4416. About 100 
pounds of sugar beet seed wa& contributed by F. 0. Boyd & Co., New 
York City. This was from the European grower, Licht; it appears as 
No. 1900. Some 50 pounds of seed from the Department of Agriculture 
originally sent to the BUcher & Gtbbs Plow Co., of Canton, 0., was for-
warded to thic; Station and distributed to the various applicants. The 
total amount of seed, about 1,050 pounds, was distributed chiefly in 
March to 203 applicants located iu 60 counties of Ohio. As to section, 
107 of these recipients were in the northern, 57 in the middle and 39 in 
the southern section of the state. Early planting of the seed was 
strongly urged. The cultural directions were the same as in preceding 
years. 
VARIETIES OF SEED AND GERMINATING QUALITY. 
The numbers of the four principal varieties are those of the Section 
of Seed and Plant Introduction of the Division of Botany. 
The number 1900 is a record number of this Station. 
No. 3941. White Improved Sugar Beet Vilmorin. 
No. 3942. Zehringen Klein Wanzlebener Sugar Beet, Strandes. 
No. 3943. Russian Grown Klein Wanzlebener Sugar Beet, Mrozinski. 
No. 4416. Russian Grown Klein Wanzlebener Sugar Beet, Mroz1nski. 
No. 3944. German Grown Klein Wanzlebener Elite Sugar Beet, Dippe. 
No. 1900. Improved Klein Wanzlebener Sugar Beet, Licht. 
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The several principal sorts of beet seed were tested by Mr. J. F. 
Hicks, Assistant Botanist, with the following result: 
TABLE I: RESULTS OF GERMINATION TESTS OF SUGAR BEET SEED IN 1900. 
-
No. 8941 No. 3948 No. 3944 
White No. 3942 Klein Wanz- Klein 
Improved Zehringen lebener "Vanz-
(V1lmorin.) (Strandes.) (Mrozinski.) Jebener (Dippe.J 
Number seed balls planted. 100 100 100 100 
Number gprouts end of 5 days .. 9 43 
········ 
~. * ••• 0. 56 
" 
.. 
" 6 " 55 84 128 .. 
·················· 
" " " 7 " 100 97 168 .. ......... ........ 
" " " 9 II 106 109 173 .. ........ 
········ 
" 
II .. 11 " 118 122 188 .. ................... 
" " " 14 " 113 12:l about :!00 188 
Number seed balls germinated .... 58 52 '87 82 
Number with 4 or more sprouts .. 5 7 
················· 
8 
" " 3 sprouts .............. 7 4 14 
················· 
" " 2 " 22 82 44 ................ ······· ........ 
" " 1 
,, 24 52 82 
··············· 
.................. 
The results of the seed tests are rather more satisfactory than those 
of 1899. In no case was there any serious complaint of the germination 
of the beet seed. In our own plots here at the Station all seed sown 
gave a satisfactory stand; the Rusfsian Eeed Nos. 3943 and 4416, was 
apparently the best of all in this regard. The stand of beets generally 
secured was superior to previous years. 
THE SEASON'S WEATHER CONDITIONS. 
The weather conditions were favorable to a good stand of beets and 
the midseason to a vigorous growth of weeds as well as beets. The 
temperatures for the growing season have generally been above normal, 
conspicuously so during August, September and October. 
*Unfortunately all other records than this "number of seed balls germinated 87'' for 
sample No. 3943 were mislaid. 
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The following table is comviled from the Ohio ·weather Bureau 
Reports: 
TABJ:,E II: METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY BOR 1900. 
Rainfall-northern Rainfall-entire 
Temperatures, entire 
stale. Degrees 
Month. 
section, inches. state, 111ches. Fahrenheit. 
I 1900. !Normal. 1900. i Normal. 
Average[ Normal 
1900. average. 
anuary .................... 1.98 2.64 2.37 2.95 31.1 28.0 
February ................. 3.84 2.63 3 .. 53 2.88 26.0 28.4 
March ..................... 2 20 2.98 2 35 3.42 32 9 38.4 
April ........................ 2.13 2.69 1.89 2.90 50.1 49.6 
May 
························ 
2 23 :t74 2.40 3.47 62.9 610 
une ....... ..... ........... 1 3.00 ::5.32 2.99 3.41 69.8 70.3 
Tulv .......................... i 5.53 3.70 4 62 3.89 74.1 73.7 
August .................... ! 3.52 21i7 3.68 2.91 76.3 713 
September ............... 1 1.89 2 80 1.76 2.64 69.3 65 6 
October ................... 2.03 2.35 1.89 211 60 5 52.5 
November ................ 1 3.63 3.33 4.15 3.29 41.6 40.4 
It seems quite probable that the number of clear days, or better 
still, perhaps, the total sunshine during the critical perio<ils has very 
great direct influence, other factors being constant, upon the processes 
::>£ the plant by which sugar is elaborated. In a ~ertain view tempera-
ture and rainfall may be considerecl indicative of these other matters as 
well. 
'tABLE III: CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FOR FOUR STATIONS IN 'tHE SUGAR BEE'l' DIS'l'RIC't DURING FOUR MON'l'HS OF 1897, 1898, 1899 AND 1900.* 
Napoleon, 
Henry Co. 
Rocky Ridge, 
Ottawa Co. 
'.riilin. 
Seneca Co. 
Vickery, 
Sandusky Co. Averages. 
I ; I I I I I I I ' I I I i I ' 'Q7 '98 I '99 I '00 '97  '98 I '99 i '00 '97 : '98 '99 i '00 '97 I '98 '99 I '00 1897. i 1898. I 1899. 11900. 
-- I --···-·· ··--.. -- .. -~-,----,--,-, "'T----,----,-------,-----
JULY. 
No. Days-
Rainy............................................. 10 7 7 7 8 7 8 10 10 9 12 14 131 91 91 14110.251 8. I 9. I 11.25 Clear............................................. 20 19 19 20 11 lO 14 9 18 23 21 161 11 13 14 7 15. 18.5 17.0 13,0 
Partly Cloudy ...... ......... ............. 2 8 7 7 11 7 10 17 11 6 7 12 15 14 11 19 9.75 8.75 8.75 13.75 
Cloudy........................................... 9 4 5 4 9 5 7 5 2 1 3 3 5 4 6 5 6.:!5 3.5 5.25 4.25 
No. Days-
AUGUST. I I 
Rainy .......................................... .. 
Clear .......................................... .. 
Partly Cloudy ............................... . 
Cloudy ......................................... . 
SEPTEMBER. 
No. Days-
Rainy ........................................ . 
Clear .......................................... .. 
Partly Cloudy ............................... . 
Cloudy ......................................... . 
OCTOBER. 
No. Days-
Rainy ......................................... .. 
Clear.............................. .. ........ .. 
Partly Cloudy .............................. .. 
Cloudy,, ...................................... . 
9 
13 
12 . 
61 
2 
27 
2 
1 
2 
14 
12 
5 
61 1 20 25 
4 4 
7 2 
91 4 15 13
7 9 
8 8 
51 6 6 21 
121 2 13 8 
6 
20 
7 
4 
8 
25 
I 
4 
5 
24 
0 
7 
11 
10 
13 
8 
2 
20 
8 
2 
4 
19 
3 
9 
10 
12 
10 
9 
8 
17 
6 
7 
8 
4 
12 
15 
*No account is here taken of days with merely a trace or rainfall. 
2 
21 
6 
4 
10 
14 
5 
11 
7 
18 
5 
8 
9 
14 
10 
7 
5 
16 
8 
6 
3 
17 
7 
7 
12 
18 
9 
4 
2 
27 
3 
22 
6 
3 
10 
21 
8 
2 
12 
20 
8 
2 
13 
12 
7 
12 
3 
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1 
1 
10 
19 
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7 
7 
21 
4 
6 
10 I 
21 1 18 I 
5 
22 
6 
2 
6 
21 
8 
2 
12 
10 
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7 
2 
17 
11 
2 
3 
11 
15 
5 
10 
13 
14 
4 
8 
19 
5 
6 
1 
10 
11 
10 
4 
19 
8 
4 
6 
11 
11 
8 
9 
12 
11 
8 
12,11.2 12 12.75 
14 12. 
5 6 25 
61 2.0 16 22 75 
8 n.75 
6 1.5 
31 3 0 
17 16.5 
9 i 9.0 
5 1 5.5 
9,1 
16.5 
9.0 
5.5 
9,25 
17.75 
6.5 
5.75 
4.25 
8,0 
10.5 
12.5 
2.~ 
24.~~ 
4.to'1 
2.75 
7.5 
14. 
7.5 
8.5 
7.25 
18.0 
5.5 
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16.75 
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4,75 
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To present this phase of the question more fully we have herewith 
included a tabulation of the number of rainy days, clear days, partly 
cloudy and cloudy days recorded at Napoleon, Henry county; Rocky 
Ridge, Ottawa county; Tiffin, Seneca county, and Vickery, Sandusky 
county, during July, August, September and October for the years 1897, 
1898, 1899 and 1900. We are under obligations to J. Warren Smith, 
Section Director of the Weather Bureau, for his kindness in this con-
nection; the dat<t tabulated will be found in the published reports. 
Taking the observations at these four points in the sugar beet belt, 
their average should give safe results. These show the month of July 
to vary less than any other during the four-year period. In 18!)7, the 
month of September and the fir::,t half of October were very favorable to 
sugar elaboration. That season's beets show very favorably. The sea-
son of 1898 may be called "choppy " for all four months; taken as a 
whole it was unfavorable to sugar content and purity of beets. In 1899 
the month of August and the first half of September were characterized 
by light rainfall and sun:ohiuy weather. The season of 1900 was one of 
disappointment, although much of September was fine. 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic presentation of the rainfall data for 
August, September and October, 1897, 1898, 1899 and 1900, showing the 
amottnts and daily distribution as \Yell as the total monthly rainfall for 
the four months of July, August, September and October of these years. 
The blank day spaces in this diagram speak commonly for clear weather ; 
from a careful perusal we must conclude that sugar elaboration is a phe-
nomenon of maturity in the beets, and that the season's record of rain-
fall, espectally that of months immediately preceding clear periods, par-
ticularly for the month of July, may exercise a powerful influence on 
the conditions in this regard. The excessive rainfall for July and 
August, combined, in ; 1900, together with the distribution of the rams 
in September and October, .>lY haye had a great deal to do with the 
delayed maturity of the beets in that season. The seasons of 1897 and 
1899 were the favorable oues for sugar in the beets, as will be seen from 
Table VI, page 154. 
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FIGURE 1.-0n the left a graphic representation of the average daily rainfall at Napoleon, Rocky Ridge, Tiffin and Vickery, Ohio, 
tluring August, September Hllf1 October of the years 1897, 1898, 1899 and 1900; this average is to represent the clim~tological variatwn in 
the sngar beet district At the right the total ramfall for the months of July, August, September and October for the same years is 
graphically represented upon the same scale. 
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RESULTS OF ANALYSES l\TADE IN 1900. 
Of the 203 persons to whom sugar beet seed was sent, lOG have sent 
~amples of beets for analysis. Of the 303 samples analyzed before the 
<'losing of the records in this bulletin, 226 are from the northern section, 
;j7 from the middle section and 20 from the southern. The results of the 
analyses are set forth in detail in Table IV and summ:uized in 
Table V. Table VI compares these results with those of previous 
years. 
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Labor-
atol'Y· 
No. 
2941 
2942 
2943 
2944 
2998 
2852 
2853 
2854 
285o 
2856 
2857 
2870 
2872 
2873 
2874 
2974 
2975 
3084 
3085 
2893 
2928 
2929 
2930 
2931 
3073 
3074 
3075 
3076 
2858 
2970 
2971 
2979 
3019 
3020 
3042 
3043 
2958 
2959 
3049 
3050 
3051 
3052 
2977 
2978 
3026 
3027 
3028 
3029 
2996 
2997 
2848 
2849 
2850 
2851 
I 
TABI,E IV: DETAII,ED RESULTS OF SUGAR BEE'l' 
Name of grower. Postoffice. 
D. H. Foss .................. .. 
" 
Ashland .......... \ 
" 
Average, '4'Siii11Pie·s·.: ........... \ 
County. 
Ashland ...... 
Character of 
soil. Variety. 
Sa~dy ............... J Zehringen. 
Rus. KL Wanz. 
H ............... White Improv. 
............... Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
R. L. Dowdell ............... Bethesda .......... Belmont ...... Sandy loam ...... Klein Wanz. 
J. E.,pavis ................... Mechn;~icsburg Cba~paign. Black loam...... Zehringen. 
........... ........ Klein Wanz. 
Jasper, 1DezU."i'Ut::::~~~:::::: Clay .!oam ... :::::: 
Iva C?,ertmer .. .'.:~:::::::::: 
Sandt: loam:::::: 
John!'!· Diltz:::::::::::::::: C!~y ........... ::.::: 
Elmer Diltz .. : .. ::::::::::::: C~p!e ............... I 
Average, i4'8ample~: 
·wb'ite'im:;;r;;:v;;ii: 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Ger. " 
Rus. 
White Improved. 
Zehdng~n 
Ger. Kl. ·wanz. 
Rus. Kl. W anz. 
Ger. Kl. Wttnz. 
D. H. Snavely.............. Springfield....... Clark ......... 1 Mixed clay ...... .. Kl. Wanz. 
Imp. V1lmorin. 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Ger. 
Zehrjn~en 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Zehrin:9"en. 
Imp. Vilmot1n. 
Kl. \Vanz. 
0. M. Trumbo............... Dom~~lsville ..... •· Grav~) loam ... .. 
A. E. H~;nphre':Y's::::::::: M3d River ... ::::: 
Average, 9 samples. 
• John Wagoner .......... .. Coshocton ..... .. Co;;bocton. 
S. G. Leavitt ............. .. 
.Jacob Siegrist·::::::.::::: 
Keene ............... ! 
wms creeir::::·: 
" 
John~; Haxton ......... .. Mound ........... .. 
J. L. Sicker ........ :::::::::. Bacon . .":::: .. ::::::: 
Ad .. m Royer.. ....... ...... Wills Creek ...... 
Average, 8 samples. 
W. ~;:actley.................. Stron.~sville ..... Ct'Y~?-oga ... 
Jacob ~~etscriei:.:::::::::: Be;.ea .......... ::::: 
Average, 6 sampies: 
Black loam .. :::: 
Clay loam ...... Kl. \Vanz. 
Clay subsoil..... Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Clay loam ......... Ger. " 
--landy loam .................................. .. 
Clay loam ......... Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
" Hus. 
Sand loam.".:::::· 
White .............. I Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
'
1 Rus. " Yeuo~·"'(iia':Y::::: 
\Vhite Improved. 
Zehring en. 
H. S~udcler .................. New Weston ... Da;,ke ......... Sa~dy ............... Kl. v:;anz. 
Loy~! G. Rli~feiiL;in;;j: Gree.~ville ..... ::: 
Average, 6 samples. 
Ohas. Parker............... Defiance 
.. 
Average, 2 's'aropies: 
Vilmorin. 
Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
Zehringen. 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Defi,~nce..... Black sand.. .... Imp. Whlte. 
Zehringen . 
Edw. IJ· Kinne! ........... Dela;rare ......... Dela;;:vare ... Black loam .... .. Zehrlngen. 
Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
Imp. White. 
Rus. Kl. wanz. 
Average, 4 saiiii'•ies: 
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INVESTIGATIONS IN OHIO FOR 1900. 
Date of 
planting. 
Width 
between 
rows-
inches. 
Date of 
sampling. 
Date of 
analysis. 
----------~--------~--------------
April 
:March 
M~y 
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 
12 
12 
12 
26 
26 
31 
31 
31 
31 
1 
1 
7 
7 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
1 
1 
1 
10 
15 
17 
17 
20 
20 
20 
20 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
27 
27 
10 
10 
10 
10 
20 
20 
20 
20 
24 
22 
22 
2J 
22 
16 
16 
18 
18 
18 
18 
30 
30 
30 
30 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
16 
16 
20 
15 
15 
24 
18 
19 
19 
14 
14 
14 
14 
26 
26 
18 
18 
18 
18 
20 
20 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
" 
Nov. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
" 
Oct. 
Nov. 
" 
Nov. 
" 
Oct. 
29 Nov. 
29 
~9 
2~ 
25 Nov. 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
22 
22 
22 
22 
31 
31 
23 
25 
25 
25 
25 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
30 
30 
30 
2 
2 
6 
8 
29 
29 
6 
6 
7 
7 
29 
29 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
Oct. 
Oct. 
" 
., 
Nov. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
" 
Nov. 
" 
Nov. 
" 
20 Oct. 
20 
20 
20 
3 
3 
3 
3 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
3 
3 
17 
17 
23 
29 
29 
29 
29 
13 
13 
13 
13 
22 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
8 
8 
3 
3 
9 
9 
9 
9 
11.8 
9.8 
10. 
9.8 
10.3 
6.2 
23.7 
14.9 
25.7 
25.1 
21.6 
19.2 
14.3 
17.7 
15.5 
21.2 
4.5 
4.7 
11.3 
8.2 
16.2 
9.9 
19.5 
9. 
14. 
11.7 
17.1 
16.1 
16.5 
17.3 
13.4 
40.3 
7.1 
8.3 
15 3 
15.2 ]§.7 
~o. 
37.3 
20.9 
7.7 
4.2 
8. 
5.8 
8.4 
9.6 
7.8 
10.9 
11.1 
10.1 
10.9 
10.7 
14.3 
10.9 
10.6 
11.5 
11.1 
11.2 
12. 
11 .5 
10.6 
11.8 
8,6 
12.4 
13.3 
11.9 
13.8 
80.4 
79.5 
76.3 
77.8 
78.5 
83. 
78,2 
79.4 
81.7 
82.4 
83,1 
83 4 
78.7 
7& 3 
78.5 
73.4 
80,2 
81.4 
76.7 
78.4 
11.5 79.5 
jJ li ~n 
10,2 . 79.8 
9.1 I 74. 
9.8 82.1 
9. I 76.4 1o.5 _s3.4 I 
ii .11 i;i 
10.1 73.1 
7.8 68.3 
11. 78.9 
11.4 83.9 
10.0 
11. 
10.8 
12.3 
14.9 
13.5 
12. 
12.4 
73.8 
76.8 
75.5 
81 5 
83.9 
82.5 
77.8 
79.6 
3 8.6 9.9 73.6 
3 9.2 8.9 73 6 
6 8. 11.9 83.2 
6 14.3 10. 81.3 
6 5.5 12.5 81.6 
6 4.6 8.1 76.6 
6 
6 
22 
22 
22 
22 
---------
8.4 10.2 78.8 
6.8 
4.1 
5.4 
24,4 
28.8 
26. 
21. 
25.0 
13. 
14.8 
13.9 
10.5 
9.4 
9.5 
10.9 
10.0 
84. 
83.9 
83.9 
77.6 
76.1 
76.9 
81.4 
78.0 
141 
2941 
2942 
2943 
2944 
2998 
2852 
2853 
2854 
2855 
2~56 
2857 
2.71 
2872 
2R73 
2874 
2974 
2975 
3084 
3085 
2893 
2928 
2929 
2930 
2931 
3073 
3074 
3075 
3076 
2858 
2970 
2971 
2979 
3019 
3020 
3042 
3045 
2958 
2959 
3049 
3050 
3051 
3052 
2977 
2§78 
3026 
3827 
30'28 
3029 
2996 
2997 
2848 
2840 
28f>O 
2851 
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Labor-
atory. 
No. 
2877 
2878 
3057 
3058 
2899 
2900 
2901 
2902 
308U 
2&02 
2921 
2863 
2864 
2966 
2967 
2968 
2969 
2998 
2994 
2995 
8034 
803D 
3043 
30M 
3067 
3068 
3069 
2859 
2860 
2861 
2862 
2951 
2952 
8061 
3062 
3068 
3064 
3059 
3060 
8072 
2879 
2882 
2888 
2884 
2885 
2937 
2988 
80!6 
3017 
8070 
8071 
TABI:,E IV: DETAII.ED RESUI.TS OF SUGAR BEET 
Name of gr.Jwer. Postoftlce. 
Isaac L. Sollars ........... 1 Rattlesnake .. . 
U H 
Average, 2 sampies:·· .... 
I 
County. Character of soil. Variety. 
Fa~~tte...... Black loam ...... Zehrlngen. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Samuel ,taylor............ Grov~, City ...... Fran.~lin .. . . Blac~ loam ...... Vilmorln. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Average, 2 sampies." 
N. 0. ,!3laok .................. Wm?:meg ......... Fulton ........ Sa?,d ............... . Zehringen. 
Kl. Wanz. 
White Imp. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Vilworln Imp. E. D. Naugle............... Delta ........ ::::::::: Black"s.i.ilci'."."."."'.: 
Average,:; samples. 
JosPph SchOenherr .... Fairfield ........... Greene ........ Black loam ...... Zehrengin. 
J. A. Cheney ............... Findlay........... Hancock ..... Black lo!l.m .................................. . 
!". T. Michael............... Dehhler ...... .... He.~ry......... Bla~k loam ...... 
Simon~. Boye~:::::::::::· 
Zehrlngen. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Vllmorin. 
Kl. Wanz. 
James M:.Longiirake::· 
M. c. Bowers ........... :: Wes~,hO:rie' :.:::::. 
Geo. P. PiercE!.:::::::::::: Deshler .... .":.:::: 
J. B.J>senba.ugh.. ..... u 
Average, 16 sampies" 
Rus. " 
Zehringen. 
White Vilmorln 
...... "(}P"~:·:Kc·w:;;,:iz:··· 
Rus. '' 
Zehring en. 
Vilmorln. 
Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
Rus. u 
Wm •. ,Raby .................. . Wel~pme ......... Ho,I,mes ...... C~~y .................. Ger. Kl. Wanz 
..... ............ White improved. 
................. Zehringen. 
Average, '4'ii8:iiii)ies." ..... .. ......... Ru~. Kl. Wanz 
.0. SJoe ........... ............... Cent~rburg ...... Kn,9x........... ...... ................. .. ............................ .. 
W. N. ,;a:utett ............... Brea,I;tman ........ La~e ......... C!~y .................. Kl. Wanz 
................ Vilmorin. 
.................. Zehnngen. 
................. Kl. Wanz. 
Ralp~_Dyer .................. Roch~ster.. .... Lo;,ain ........ Clay,~oam .................................... .. 
Average, s"s'ampies: ... 
Edward N. Todd ......... Neapolis ......... Lu~as ......... Yellow sand .... . 
Wm.,?. Brossla........... E. T~ledo........ Blac~ loam .... .. 
J. B. Thompson","J"r:::::: Holland ... ::::::::. 
(' •••uo 
Toledo .. :::::: ::::. 
.. 
G. w. 1;3amsey ........ ::::·: MlLc)!aw·:::::::::: 
Average 11 s.i:mpieil." 
Clay.~oa.m ... :::::· 
Bla~k loam·:::::. 
Mixed loam::::: 
" 
Ger. Kl. W>tnZ. 
Rus. ·• 
Ger. 
Zehringen. 
White lmp. 
Rus. Kl. Wa.nz. 
Ger. ' 1 
V!lmor!n. 
Zehring en. 
Ger.L Wanz. 
J:(.us.K 
" 
SMGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS IN 1900. 
INVESTIGATIONS IN OHIO FOR 1900-Continued. 
Width I I Average Sucrose 
Date of between Date of 
I 
Date of we1ght in 
plctnting. rows- sampling analysiR. of beets beets-
inches. -ozs. per cent. 
May 1 24 Oct. 23 Oct. 23 13.5 7.5 
April 25 24 22 " 23 5.9 7.6 
--- ---
9.7 7.5 
June 15 24 Nov. 9 Nov. 10 10,6 8,5 
15 24 9 " 10 7.8 9.1 
------
9,2 8.8 
AWil 25 30 Oct, 22 Oct. 26 29,6 10.4 
25 30 22 26 2l.l 7.6 
" 25 30 " :2:! 26 c6,t 7.8 ,_ 25 30 ,, 22 ~6 30, 11. 
May 16 30 Nov. 13 Nov. 17 2H.2 12.7 
------
27 0 9.9 
April 16 18 Nov. 2 Nov. 6 0.4 9.2 
April 25 24 Oct 24 Oct .. 29 29.1 10.9 
M~y 24 
I 
20 O~t. 20 Oct. 22 16,5 13.5 
26 20 20 22 16,7 12.7 
Ar,ril 3 16 " 29 Nov. 3 14.2 13.2 
3 I 16 
.. ~9 " 3 H. 1'!.8 
" 3 16 " 29 " 3 10.4 12.1 
" 3 16 " 29 3 9. 13. June 5 18 Nov. 3 " 6 6.4 13 8 
'· 5 18 " 3 " 6 10.6 14.6 
" 5 18 " 3 " 6 7. 7 13.2 April 20 ,, 5 " 8 
I 
12. 13.:l 
.. 20 ............ 22'" .... ,, 5 " 8 10.8 I 14.5 M~y 4 18 " 7 " 8 12.7 !1. ~0 2-1 " 8 " 13 13.2 13.3 
.. 20 24 .. 8 " 13 8. 15.3 
.. 20 24 " 8 " 1:J 8.6 14.4 ,, 20 1 24 " 8 i ,. 13 8.1 11.9 
I Oct. 
------
11.2 13.3 
AP.ril 2 36 O~t. 19 22 21.7 12.7 
2 36 19 " 22 19.4 13.1 
" 2 36 " 19 .. 22 24.7 14 6 ,_ 2 36 " 20 
_, 22 17. 12,8 
-------
20.7 13.3 
nouoouoo•ooo•oo ooooo .......... _. ........... ........................ :-<ov. 3 11.4 14.2 
······················· 
....................... ,,,..,,oooohn••••••••• " 3 11.5 14.9 
11.4 14.5 
AP.ril 28 18 Nov. 9 Nov. 13 12.2 12.8 
28 18 9 13 7.1 13.3 
" 28 18 " 9 " 13 14.7 12.8 
" 28 18 " 9 " 13 10.6 12.7 
11.1 12.9 
M?.y l5 18 Nov. 8 Nov. 10 20.6 8 6 
7 86 " 8 " 10 20.1 9.6 ,. 7 36 " 8 " 13 28.9 ~.1 
------
23.5 9.1 
May 2 !9 Oct. 20 O~t. 23 19.4 9.9 
AP.ril 20 20 2~ 23 10.5 12.7 
20 86 " 22 " 23 10.5 13.3 
" 20 20 •' 22 " 23 21. 12.2 
" 20 20 " 22 " %3 11. 14. 
" 24 18 " 29 Nov. 3 6.2 11. 
" 24 18 " 29 " 3 6.3 12.3 M~y 3 18 N,?v· 5 " 6 5.4 11.3 3 18 5 " 6 16,6 9 5 
AP.ril 20 24 " 10 " 13 18.5 13. 20 24 " 5 " 13 13.5 11.6 
------
12.6 11.9 
I 
Puritv 
COl"' ttl-
cient. 
75.2 
72,7 
---
73.9 
74.4 
71.1 
---
'i2.7 
73.1 
65,9 
62.5 
73.9 
84.7 
---
72.0 
F9.3 
7'8.1 
82.5 
8l.7 
85.3 
o5.4 
H·• .. 
8-1. 
81.9 
81.6 
7~.9 
85.4 
54.5 
78.9 
77.8 
83.8 
8!.2 
70.1 
---
82.4 
80.7 
~1.8 
83.7 
80.3 
---
81.6 
83 2 
85.3 8421 
"·' . 78.2 77. 
77.5 
77.0 I 
64.5 
64.4 
67. 
---
65.3 
74.3 
83.7 
88.1 
79.b 
84. 
80. 
84.4 
81.5 
80. 
83.5 
81.9 
----
81.9 
143 
Labor-
a tory. 
No. 
2877 
2878 
3057 
3L58 
2899 
~900 
2901 
2902 
3080 
2992 
2921 
2863 
2864 
2966 
2967 
~968 
2969 
2993 
2994 
2995 
3084 
3035 
3043 
306 6 
3067 
3068 
3069 
2859 
2<60 
2o6t 
286 2 
2951 
295 2 
3061 
3062 
306 
806 
3 
4 
3059 
306 0 
2 807 
2879 
2882 
288 
2qs 
3 
4 
2885 
293 7 
6 
7 
(} 
2938 
301 
301 
397 
3071 
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L>tbOr· 
a tory 
l\o. 
2880 
28Hl 
2898 
2909 
2939 
2940 
2945 
294:l 
2947 
29.;0 
2961 
2976 
3018 
3025 
3033 
3035 
3039 
sou 
3048 
3053 
sm;; 
3083 
2891 
2o92 
3054 
2830 
2837' 
2838 
2839 
2840 
2903 
2904 
Name of grower. 
I A. D. Hall ................... . 
. G. L. Damon ................ .. 
N. N. Reese ................ . 
S. A. Rhodes ............. . 
Chauncy Hunt ............ . 
Chrb. Kaiser ............ .. 
J. J:3,Good ................... . 
J. C. Fortney ............ .. 
Wm. Strosa ·ker ........ .. 
George Hard .............. . 
w. Wilet· .................... . 
C. M. Met.zger ............. . 
U eo Rolling- ............... . 
l<Jd Smith ................... . 
Anclrew Metzger ........ .. 
Nelson Smith ........... .. 
Fred Kleinkne<Jht ...... . 
Winthorp Hill ............. 1 
A. F. Rickert ............. .. 
H. L. Walling .............. . 
F. W. Weidner ........... . 
G. JYL Brainerd ........... .. 
Average, 22 samples. 
W. U. Doner ............... . 
Moore Mc:vtillitii·.:·::::::::l 
A veruge 3 samples 
ly. lC' '"o·n 
I ~,1r :: .. ~ 1 .'.:::::::::::.: .. 
R. H. D,\eke.v,'i~·: .. ::::::::: 
Average 5 ;..;amples. 
TABLE IV: DETAILED RESULTS OF SUGAR BEET 
Postoffice. County. 
Litchfied .......... Medina ....... 
Chippewa'i.:~k~ 
Litchfield ......... . 
Mallet Creek .. . 
Erhart ........... . 
Blal\:e .............. . 
Litchfield ....... .. 
Liv~;pool... ..... . 
Whittlese;• ::::::. 
Live;pool ......... 
Medina .... :::::::: 
Liverpool ........ .. 
Medina ............ .. 
Liverpool ....... . 
Windfall ........ .. 
Medina ... .'.::::::::: 
Liverpool ........ . 
.Vindf«ll ......... .. 
" 
Character of 
soil. Variety. 
Blk. lo<>m .......... Ger. Kl. Wanz . 
Sdy. uottom ... .. 
.. soil........... .. .. ... 
Loam clay ....... Rus:ki. Wan~ ..... 
C:~ay ................ .. 
Bur. loam.::::::::: ........ . . Sandy............... Kl. w'anz ......... .. 
L~,am ............... " 
sd.loaili·::·::::::.: ::::::::::::·::::::::.:::::. 
Ulk .. ?lay ............ Kl Wanz. 
Blk loarri.:::::::::: 
Clay <>nd sand .. . 
Sand aRd clay .. . 
Sdy. loam ..... ::: 
Randy ...... ::::::::: ....................... . 
BUr. lo:tm........... Kl. Wanz . 
clay........... '' 
Wabaoh ............ Mercer ........ Lt. sand ............ Kl Wanz. 
" " ........... Hus Kl. "\Vanz. 
Macedon:::::::::: Sandy .......................................... .. 
Da.yton........ .. Montr;:_om'ry Clay ,;oam ........ Knauer. 
L. P. & C. B. Roemer... Duncan Falls ... Mu~k!_ngum. Sa~dy ............... ~~~ig~;~· 
A vcra.ge 1 2 sa,mples. 
2910 John C. Metzger ........... Q[Ll> Harbor .... Ottawa ............................................................. . 
28H 
:J005 
:J021 
3!122 
30•23 
3024 
2984 
2985 
~1186 
2987 
2875 
2876 
2911 
2933 
2934 
2935 
29:lG 
290:1 
2954 
295~ 
2~56 
302~ 
C. H, Allen. ............ ..... Paul~ing ........... Pau~~ing ... . 
Elmer J -~~;;;~;_;;;·.::·:::::::: Havil<Lnd:::::::::: 
Blk. loam ...................................... .. 
Dlk:,clay ... ::::::::: -~~~l~~::i::r:.·.:·.::::: 
Kl. Wanz. 
Zehringen. 
J. c. Rcott .................... Diamond ........... Po;,tage ...... Ola~,loam ...... .. White Imp. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Zehringen 
Kl. Wanz. 
Average,'4'8ami>'ie·s: .. / 
W. W. Dibble .............. Prentiss .......... .. 
.. ' 
Frn.nlt Kohars't.::::::::::::: Ft. Jennln~;,:·.:: 
J olm F .. Clevenger........ Kalida ............ .. 
A. J .• Troyer .. Hector::::::::::::: 
.. 
John A Alkir~::::::: .. : ... P,mdora:::::::::::: 
Average, 12 samples 
PutR.am ...... L:7am ........ ....... . 
Blk. loa:m:· .:::::::: 
" 
Clay, )oam.::::::: ... 
Kl. Wanz. 
rtussi:tn. 
French Yellow. 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
White Improved 
Zehringen. 
Ger. Kl Wanz. 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Whlte Improved. 
z.,hrtngen. 
B.k. loam ... :·:.:·:.:: White Vilmorin 
SUG:\.R BEET INVESTIGATIONS IN 1900. 
INVESTIGATIONS IN OHIO FOR 1900-Continued. 
llate of 
Planting. 
June 
" 
Aprll 
21 
19 
15 
2 
1U 
15 
20 
10 
28 
1i~y····· ........ iii 
•• 10 
" 2 
" 10 
June 1 
April 30 
M~:y g 
" l4 
" 30 
April 25 
l\1,>Y 2 
April 
May 
June 
May 
June 
A?,ril 
April 
M~y 
' 
' 
May 
27 
27 
15 
28 
28 
28 
10 
10 
13 
13 
10 
8 
19 
19 
19 
19 
16 
16 
16 
16 
28 
30 I 16 
23 
23 
23 
23 
28 
29 
29 
18 
17 
Width 
between 
rows-
inches. 
Date of 
sampling. 
Date of 
analysis. 
30 
36 
........... i4"''""' 
30 
20 
20 
12 
18 
Oct. 22 
19 
24 
25 
27 
29 
27 
29 
28 
············so······--· "cici::··- .. -·--2.c;·--
....................... Nov. 3 
16 " 2 
30 .. 5 
30 .• 5 
20 ,, 5 
24 .. 5 
············so·--······ 
20 
36 
18 
" 5 
" 6 
•. 6 
" 9 
" 12 
Oct. 
" 
Nov 
24 
24 
20 
Oct. 
Nov. 
23 Oct 
1o 
16 
16 
16 
16 
26 
20 
30 
42 
21 
21 
21 
21 
20 
20 
20 
20 
18 
18 
36 
18 
18 
18 
18 
24 
24 
24 
24 
16 
Oct. 
" 
" 
ct. 
Oct. 
Nuv. 
I Nov. " 
" 
" 
Oc. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Nov. 
23 H 
7 Nov. 
6 
6 
6 
12 
10 
25 
25 
5 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Oct. 
" 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
" 
Oct. 
Nov. 
22 
22 
23 
27 
27 
21 1· • •  27 
29 
29 
29 
29 
5 
23 
23 
25 
27 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
17 
24 
23 
9 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
26 
26 
15 
13 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
83 
23 
27 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
8 
I 
Average Sucrose 
weight in 
of beets beets-
-ozs. per cent. 
12.4 
11.4 
12.5 
14. 
9 3 
e. 
19.4 
9.2 
14.2 
43. 
7.4 
II. 
27 5 
11.2 
20.6 
5.3 
18. 
12.5 
8.1 
12.7 
38.4 
13.5 
15.3 
21.6 
24. 
17.3 
20.9 
30.5 
25.3 
17,5 
23.8 
20.2 
23.4 
15.2 
15.6 
15,4 
I 
19.5 1 
I 
15.4 i 
16.5 
14.3 
t! .) 
10. 
10.1 
7. 
11.1 
13.5 
13.3 
12.9 
9. 
13.7 
15.1 
12.3 
9.5 
10.4 
11.4 
7.1 
12.8 
11.5 
J:l.2 
13.4 
12 3 
!4.9 
11.5 
9.9 
13 3 
11.7 
8.1 
7.3 
IU. 7 
8.7 
9.1 
8.2 
10.5 
6.7 
10. 
8.9 
9. 
8.3 
8.6 
14.83 
13.8 
J;~. 7 
1L9 
13.2 
13.2 
12.8 
12.9 
Purity 
coefll-
cient. 
57.8 
76.4 
82. I 
84.3 
82.4 
71.4 
81.8 
86.4 
80.2 
69. 
73.8 
82.2 
68.8 
83.8 
82 3 
82,7 
83.4 
82.2 
8ii.3 
77.6 
70.3 
83.8 
78.3 
70.2 
66.3 
73.3 
69.9 
68.6 
64.6 
71.6 
57.7 
71.9 
66.8 
67.3 
67'.9 
67.6 
85.7 
7R.7 
7i.f> 
82.3 li 81.4 
84.2 
88.2 
R1.0 12.4 I 
13. I 12.2 I 77.1 
17, 12.5 I 76.7 
18.t 13.8 1 so.1 
ll.l I 12.8 I 78. 
14-:8 -i28l-77.9 
22.81[ 10.5 I 1s.1 
8.39 I 12.3 I' 80.7 I 
13 1 7.1 67.5 
10.1 ' 10.1 7!\.2 
17.7 10.5 76. 
19.4 8.5 70.9 
17.5 11.5 78. 
14. 11.2 77.1 
2!.2 9.1 71.1 
20.7 10.4 81.51 11.1 11.3 83.2 
3. 10.4 75.7 
15.12 10.2 76.2 
145 
2880 
2881 
2898 
2909 
2939 
2940 
2945 
2946 
2947 
2Q50 
2961 
2976 
3018 
3025 
3033 
3035 
3039 
3044 
3048 
3053 
3055 
3083 
2891 
2892 
3054 
2836 
2837 
2838 
2839 
2840 
2903 
2904 
2910 
2841 
3005 
3021 
3022 
3023 
3024 
2984 
2985 
2986 
2987 
2875 
2876 
2911 
2933 
2934 
2935 
2936 
2053 
2954 
2955 
2956 
3022 
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Labor· 
a tory 
No 
2912 
2913 
291·1 
2915 
2800 
2801 
2843 
2920 
2926 
2927 
2948 
2949 
2957 
3037 
3038 
3040 
3041 
3046 
3047 
3056 
3077 
2905 
29~6 
2907 
2908 
2865 
2866 
2962 
2963 
2964 
2965 
2886 
2887 
2888 
2!'89 
2960 
2894 
2895 
2898 
2897 
2916 
2917 
2918 
2919 
2972 
2973 
2980 
2981 
2982 
2983 
TABLE IV: DETAILED RESULTS OF SUGAR BE F.'!' 
Name of grower. Postof!lce. County. Character of soil. Variety. 
E. M .• Her .................... j Clar~~burg ...... Ross ........... Blk, muck ... .. 
Garden .......... . 
Rus. Kl. Wu nz 
White lmpruved 
Zehring en. H •'""""""""'! ::.::::::::::::::::1 Blk .• ~lay .......... . Ger. Kl. Wanz 
Average, 4 samples. 
i 
'l'heo. Rosenberger .... j Fremont .......... Sandusky... .......................... Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
c. :a:.'~homas .......... :::::j " Blk. loam ......... Ger. " 
Joseph H. Vine .......... .. 
I W. Walton ............. 1 
" W. F,,conner .............. . 
Vickery ... :::·::::· 
Fremont ........ .. 
G. W. Parker::·:.:·.::::::::: Clyde .......... .. 
'1'. F. ,piegfried ........... Fre~_ont ......... . 
Theo .. Rosenberg'i,"r::·: .. 
Henry Herman ...... :::::: Woodville·.::.::·: 
Chas. Flicker.............. Gibsonburg .... .. 
M. H. Crowell.............. Fremont .......... . 
Michael Oberst .......... .. 
Average, 17 samples. 
Ernest ~; Conklin ....... McCut~henvile Seneca 
Average, 4 sampiei3.'" 
"ci;;;: ::.::.:::·:::::::· 
Blk loam ................................... .. 
~l~~s~0r:'d'::' ::::.::. :Ki.}va·n~: .......... .. 
Red. sana::::::::: 
Blk sand .......... . 
Blk. !?ani·::::::::. Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Dark loam ... :·::::· ~b.~!ln."'anz. 
·:sik:·i;;;;n;:::::::::: ··v-r!m.·;;~;;;:········· .. ·• 
'· ......... Orig. K!. Wanz. 
sand.j Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
.. Zehrlngen. 
Imp. Vilmorin. 
Ger. Kl. vVanz. 
Barne:y, Schmidt........... Botifins ........... Sh~lby ........ Blk .• ~and......... Ge;.. Kl. Wanz. 
Average, 2 sampie'8"" 
F. M. F1·ederick ........... Wil,?10t ........... St~,rk ......... C!?'Y .................. Rus. Kl. W.lllZ. 
Av :rage, 4 sampii;8'.'" 
Bert,~1 B:art ............... l Wes~, Richfield 
Average, 4 ~ampies: .. 
Summit .... 
" 
'• 
ClaY,\Oam ......... 
Vilmorin. 
Zehringen. 
Zehringen. 
White Vilmor!n. 
Ger. Kl. Wanz. 
Rus. " 
C. H. Cook ................... Johnsonville .... Trumbull ..... Clay loam ........ White Vilmorin. 
C.D.,;wens .................. Van,:vert ........ Van;~vert ... Sa~dy .............. . 
J. M;~else .. :::::::::::::::::: Delp~os ... :::·::::· 
F. B . ., Collins.':::::::::·::::: Van ."'f ert,'.'.'::::. 
Davi~,Eichar ::::::::: .. ::: Will~p!re ... :::::. 
Blk. ~a:;;;i.'::::::::: 
sa;:dy ...... ::::::::: 
Vilmorin. 
Zehringen 
Kl. Wanz. 
Ger. '" 
Rus. '~ 
Zehringen. 
Ger. Kl Wnnz. 
Imp. Vilmorin. 
Zehr~~gen. 
Ger. !ol p. Vi!. 
Rus. Kl. wanz. 
2988 H. P;,Pafrenbarger ..... McA~thur ......... V'in.~on ..... .'.: Sand?. loam ...... Kl.,Wanz. 
= ~n~ 
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INVES'l'IGA'l'IONS IN OHIO FOR 1900. 
Width Average Su~osel Purity. Labor· Date of between Date of Date of weight of 
planting. rows- sampling. analysis. beets- beets- coem- a tory. 
inches. ozs. Percent.! cient. No. 
ARril 12 
I 
24 Oct. 23 Oct. 27 6.5 7.7 72.8 2912 
s 18 .. 25 27 8.1 7,2 70. 2918 
" 14 2! 
.. 23 .. 27 7.1 10.6 81,8 2914 
" 
12 24 .. 25 ' 27 6,4 10. 76,6 2915 
--- ------7,0 8.9 75.2 
........................ 18 ......... 
············· 
..................... 52. 10.9 77.1 2800 
........................ 18 
················· .... ""(j(it";'""""""""i8"" 86.5 12.9 79.3 2801 M:ay ........... i1i ... ............ 20 ........ oct" .......... 28 .. 44. 11.1 78. 2843 .. 27 21.88 11.6 79.6 2920 
April 28 20 .. 28 .. 29 14.2 18.1 82.1 292i 
.. 28 20 .. 27 .. 29 11.6 12.8 81.8 2927 
M~y 28 30 .. 15 Nov. 3 21. 12.8 80.8 j!g4fl 
28 20 .. so .. 8 21.4 14.8 ~1.2 21149 
April 9 86 .. 29 .. 3 13. 9.2 73.9 2857 
May7and 24 .. 30 .. 8 I 11.3 11>.3 84.7 3037 
•· 7s.nd 24 
............ 20 ......... 
.. 30 .. 8 11. 16.5 87,4 8038 
Ap,ril 19 16 .. 17 .. 8 18.8 13, 85,1 3040 
19 16 .. 17 .. 8 19. 12.3 84. 3041 
May 12 20 Nov. 6 8 22. 14.2 81.4 3046 
.. 9 29.6 Ul.3 77,8 3047 Xilr"ii ......... so ... ............ 20 ......... "N"ov: ......... 8 I .. 10 16 3 18.4 84.9 3056 May 2 20 .. 12 .. 13 21. 13.8 79.1 3077 
I ---- ------
I 22.6 12,9 81.2 June 1 18 Oct. 25 Oct. 27 9.2 10.3. 74.5 2905 
.. 1 18 " 25 27 12.8 10.5 76. !906 1 18 " 26 .. 27 15. 19.6 78.2 2987 
.. t il8 .. 25 .. 27 12.8 11.1 75 4 2908 
--- ------12.4 10.6 74,7 
M~y 1 42 Oct. 18 Oct. 22 8,9 12.3 77.8 2865 
1 42 .. 18 .. 22 9.9 13.2 88.2 28M 
---- -------9 2 12.7 80.5 
AP.ril 21 30 O~t. 29 N,?v. 3 9.3 10.5 81.6 2962 
21 30 29 3 8.3 12.8 78,8 2863 
.. 21 30 .. 29 .. 3 7.8 I 10.4 81.5 2864 
.. 21 so .. 29 .. 3 14.2 9.2 78. 2965 
---- -------9.9 10.6 79.8 
AP,ril 16 30 O?,t. 22 ost. 28 II. 1{). 75,6 2886 
16 30 2'<1 23 17. 9.3 71 2117 
.. 16 30 .. 22 .. 23 11.8 10.2 75.3 2888 
.. 16 30 .. 2'<1 " 23 19. 9.4 75.4 2889 
--- ------14.7 9.7 74.8 
June 9 18 Oct. 29 Nov. s 7.8 13.4 82.4 2960 
A~ril 26 24 .. 24 O~t. 25 8,7 8.1 70,2 28&4 
26 24 .. 24 25 8. 9.9 70.3 281)5 
.. 2~ 24 .. 24 .. 25 9.4 9.9 71,2 '2896 
.. ~6 ~4 .. 24 .. 24 10.6 10.6 74,2 l!8ll7 
Ma'rch 22 24 .. 24 .. 27 11l,5 9.1 74,4 1!116 
.. 22 24 .. 24 " 27 11,2 9.5 71.9 2917 .. 22 24 .. 24 " 27 17.1 10.6 78.7 2918 
.. 22 24 .. 24 .. '.t1 22.4 9.6 71.6 2919 
AP.ril 5 31 Nov. 1 N,~v. 3 27.8 9. 70,7 2972 5 36 ,, 1 s 26,8 5.1 60. 2973 
M!l;Y 10 24 I 
.. 1 .. 6 14. 9,7 69,9 2980 
10 24 .. 1 .. 6 13.5 7.5 67 .li 2981 
.. 10 24 I .. 1 " 6 !0.1 11.4 78.4 2982 .. 10 24 1 .. 6 10.7 10.5 75,5 2983 
--- ---U.9 9.3 71.6 
AP.ril ~ 20 O..!t, 30 N,f!V· 6 6.8 11.2 71.8 2988 3 20 .. 30 6 19.8 6,6 54,5 2989 
.. 3 20 .. 29 .. 6 6. 9.7 70.8 2990 
2 Ex Sta. Bul. 126 
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Labor-
atory. 
Nu. 
Name of grower. 
TABLE I\': DETAILED RESULTS OF SUGAR BEET 
Postoffice. County. Character of soil. Variety. 
2991 H. P. Peffenberger .... McArthur ......... Vinton ........ Sandy loam ..... Zehrlngen. 
2922 
2923 
2924 
2925 
2802 
2803 
2804 
2805 
2806 
2807 
2808 
2809 
2810 
2811 
2812 
2813 
2814 
2815 
2816 
2817 
2818 
2819 
2820 
2821 
2822 
2823 
2824 
2825 
2826 
2827 
2828 
2829 
2830 
2831 
2832 
2833 
2834 
2835 
2842 
2844 
2845 
2846 
2847 
2867 
2868 
2869 
28i0 
2932 
2999 
3000 
3001 
3002 
3003 
3004 
3005 
3006 
3007 
8008 
3009 
3010 
3011 
3012 
3013 
3014 
3015 
8030 
3031 
3078 
3079 
3081 
Average, 4 samples. 
Mrs. Shumaker .......... . 
" 
Lebanon .......... Warren ...... Clay.!oam ........ Imp. Vilmorin. 
Zehringen. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Average, 4 sample·,;. 
......... 
......... 1 
:::::::::1 
......... ! 
I. W. Knestrick ......... . Creston ... ::::::::· 
H. B. Heckmnn ....... .. 
'· 
Josep~. Gault.. .. ::·:::::::· 
Funk ............... . 
~~.?~~~~·::::::::: I 
Edward Amlc·t:·::::::::::: Koch ............. . 
Ohio. A g1•. Exp .• ~tation Wooster ......... . 
Tlmoth!. Buckley ....... .. 
John ,!3egert ........ ::::::::: 
:::::::::1 
:::::::::1 
·········! 
:::::::::r 
:::::::::1 
: .. :::::·1 
:::::::::1 
......... f 
.......... 
Silt !?am ......... Kl. \Vanz. 
Whtte Tmproved. 
Zehrit:gell 
Rus. !';~ Wanz. 
::::::::.1 Imp. White. 
......... Zehringen. 
......... Rus. Kl. Waoz. 
Licht. 
·Vilmorin. 
Zehrir.~gen . 
~us. K1. Wan%. 
White Improved. 
Zehringen 
Kl. Wanz. 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
Kl. Wanz. 
Vilmorin 
Zehringen. 
Rus. Rl. Wanz. 
Lieht. 
Vilmorin. 
Zehringen. 
Rus. KJ. Wanz. 
~::::. ::::::·:::::::::::::::::::: ·zei1ri~gen:···· 
...... ........................... Rus. KJ. \Vanz. 
................................. Vilmorin. 
..... ":Ricli.~o;;t·om::::. ~~;,~~~z. 
Muck ............ ::::: ii~~~~.' 
R•tnai'ioilm .. :::· 
Silt loam ........ 
" 
German. 
Zehringen. 
Kl. \V"nz. 
Vilmori". 
Zehringen. 
4416 
3943 
394t 
3941 
3942 
3943 
4416 
39H 
1900 
3941 
3942 
394~ 
4416 
Muck ........ ::::::::: Fr:~4ih. 
•' German. Gravei'"ioam:.:::: Imp. vumorin. 
Rus. Kl. Wanz. 
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INVESTIGATIONS IN OHIO FOR 1900. 
Date of 
planting. 
Width 
between 
rows-
mches. 
Date of 
sampling. 
April 
15 
15 
15 
15 
20 
18 
18 
18 
18 
I Oct. 
I Oct. 
I •· 
I •. 
14 ••••••.••...•..•.•••••.• ] q?t. 
14 ........................ ! .. 
i! ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ' 
14 ' " 
29 
27 
27 
27 
27 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
Date of 
analysis. 
Nov. 
Oct. 
.. 
Oct. 
29 
~9 
29 
29 
I :::~.: :: I :: ~ I :: 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
18 
20 
20 
20 
20 
22 
22 
22 
22 
29 
6 
April 
" 
" 
27 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
27 
27 
27 
~iiiHCiHjjjjJ ~~ 
·······~···············! :: 
.::::::::::::::::::::::.: " 
I " ••••••••••••••••••••••• i '~ 
························! ,, :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:J :: 
27 ...................... .. 
27 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
" 
" 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
:::::::::::::·:::::::: ::::::·::::::::::::::::: '(i(;i;'.''""' "'iii'" 
............ ......... ........................ .. 19 
...................... ....................... " 19 
" 19 
., 22 
" 22 M~y-- ......... ~f :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
•. 25 ..................... .. " 22 
" 25 .................... . H 22 
" 20 ...................... . " 26 
14 ...................... . Nov. 5 
14 ................... .. " 5 
14 ...................... .. " 5 
14 ...................... .. " 5 
14 ....................... . " 5 
14 ...................... .. 1\ 5 
27 .................... .. .. 5 
27 ....................... . " 5 
27 
27 
27 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
......................... ,, 5 
.................. •••• " I( 5 
···•·• ........ ........ u 5 
......................... '' 5 
....................... '' 5 
··············· ....... ._ ,, 5 
••••••••••••••••u•nooo IC 5 
••••••oooo .. uooooooooo '' 5 
" 5 
" 5 
1~ ............ ii4'"""" 
H 5 
H 13 
•• 13 1~ I ~! 16 24 
16 24 13 
.. 
" 
Nov. 
" 
,, 
,, 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
17 
17 
17 
I I Average Sucrose I weight of in 1 
1 beets- beets- I I ozR. per cent.t 
, I 
Purity I Labor 
co effi- atory 
cient. I No. 
I 
I I -~~-~~~:_ 
!\,4 i\ 4 55.3 
!2.3 9.31 67.3 
,_ 5.5 57.4 I 
~- 3.8 50.6 
_7.5 -~1-~1 
6.9 5.2 57.3 I 
3.4 9. I 7~.5 I 
3.7 9.1 76.2 
2 6 ~.6 76.5 
3.6 8 5 70.3 
4.5 10.4 74.3 
7 4 P.2 72.9 
5. 9. 7 73.9 
4.6 J0.2 76.9 
3.1 10.2 n.3 
4.9 ltJ. 7 77.4 
3.5 I 1.4 80.5 
2.8 10,4 ~6.~ 
a. 10 4 .a .• 
4.6 9.5 73. 
5. 10.4 76.7 
4.6 9.5 71.1 
6. 9.4 75. 
2.8 10.4 74.8 
3. 10.4 73.8 
3.4 10. 78.3 
2.5 10.2 76.9 
3.6 10.9 78.7 
3.6 11.6 83.6 
i\,4 10.6 77.2 
4. 11. 79.4 
5. 10.5 77.6 
3.6 11. 78.9 
5.9 10.5 80.4 
~-~ 10.5 77.6 
o •• ~ 10.2 78.1 
5.4 10. 76.1 
4.7 9.7 76.1 
4. 9.5 79.4 
6.3 10.9 79.8 
3.2 10.4 87.3 
27.2 9. 76.6 
28. 6.1 68.4 
33.7 9.2 76.4 
25.5 9. 73.1 
50.4 8. 1 zg.8 
51. 8.8 '"· 
26.3 9. 73.6 
28. 9.2 76.4 
19. 11.5 77.5 
51. 11.8 77. 
4.4 12.8 79.4 
5.4 11.9 76,3 
11.5 10.5 76. 
4. 12.7 84.3 
5.1 12.9 79.1 
'"""ii:'i ... 
4.6 
4 .. 7 
4. 
4.3 
5.3 
6.4 
5.1 
3.3 
3.5 
12. 
16.4 
15. 
19. 
22.2 
11.9 78.1 
11.5 79. 
12.3 80. 
11.9 80.6 
12.8 80.3 
18. 79.6 
\2.8 81.8 
13.9 81.6 
13.7 80.9 
12.6 79.9 
13.8 80.1 
6.7 67. 
6.6 64.8 
12.9 78.6 
8.2 69.3 
12.2 81.5 
2991 
2922 
2923 
2924 
2925 
2802 
2803 
2804 
~805 
2806 
2807 
2808 
2809 
2~10 
2811 
2812 
2813 
2814 
28!5 
2816 
2817 
2818 
2819 
2820 
2821 
2822 
2823 
2824 
2825 
2826 
2827 
2828 
2829 
2830 
2831 
2F32 
2833 
2834 
2835 
2842 
2844 
2845 
2846 
2847 
2867 
2868 
2869 
2870 
2932 
2999 
3000 
8001 
3002 
3003 
3004 
3005 
3006 
3007 
3008 
3009 
3010 
3011 
3012 
3013 
3014 
3015 
3030 
30R1 
3078 
3079 
3081 
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TABLE IV: DETAII.-ED RESULTS OF SUGAR BEET 
Labor- Character of a tory. Name of grower. Postomce. County. soil. Variety No. 
3082 John Begert ................. Wooster ......... w~;vne ....... Gravel loam .... Zehringen. 
3098 Ohio}. gr. Exp .• ~tat!on " Silt loam .......... Ger. Kl Wanz. 301)9 " White Improved 3100 Zehring en. 
8101 R~o' KL ',Y anz. 
3102 
3108 Ger. 
3104 White Improved. 
3105 Zehringl,'ln. 
3106 Rus.Kl. Wa.nz. 
3107 u '" 
3108 Ger. 
3109 Kl. Wanz Llch. 
3110 White Improved 
3111 Zehr!ngen. 
3112 Ru~. Kl. ~anz 3113 
3114 Ger 
Average, 84 samples 
2890 E.P.Swander ............. Weston ............ Wood ........ Sandy loam ..... Rus. Kl. Wa.nz. 
-------
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INVESTIGATIO~S IN OHIO FOR 1900-Concluded. 
Width I Average I Sucrose Purity 1~-~ Date of between Date of Date of \weight of in planting. rows- sampling. analysis. beets- beets- oo-efft- atory 
inches. 
1 
ozs. per cent.
1 
cient. No. 
I 
April 16 24 Nov. 13 Nov. 17 15.5 12. 80.8 3082 
14 
························ 
!9 20 4.8 12.3 76.6 3098 
14 
················ 
19 20 3.1 12.3 78.3 3099 
14 
········ ··············· 
19 20 4.6 11.5 76.7 3100 
14 
....... ··············· 
19 20 4.5 10.2 72 8 3101 
14 ooouooo .............. 19 20 5.8 10.4 76.9 3102 
14 ...................... 19 20 5, 10.5 74.5 3103 
27 •••••••• Ho••••••o••••• 19 20 4. 12.3 78.1 3104 
27 
················ ..... 
19 20 4.7 11.7 78.9 3105 
27 
························ 
19 20 4, 11.6 77.2 3h16 
27 ...................... 19 20 3.1 11.6 78.2 3107 
27 
.......... ····· ······ 
19 20 4.4 12.3 80.2 3108 
M~y 16 19 20 4.7 12.7 82,7 3109 
16 
······ ........... ····· 
19 20 4.1 11.9 79.3 3110 
16 ....................... 19 20 4.5 10.4 ,6,4 3111 
16 ........................ 19 20 2.6 11. 77.3 3112 
16 ....................... 19 20 1.4 11.7 77.3 3113 
16 ............... ..... 19 20 1.6 11.4 78.4 3114 
---------
8.7 10.7 77.0 
I J-.Ia,·ch 20 18 I Oct. 22 Oct. 23 9.8 12.1 82.5 2890 
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1'ABLE V: SUMMARY OF TABLE IV, 1900. 
County. 
NORTHERN SECTION. 
Ashland .................................. . 
Cuyahoga ............................... . 
Defiance ................................ . 
Fulton ................................. .. 
Hancock ................................. . 
Henry ................................... . 
Lake .................................... . 
Loram ................................ .. 
LucMs .................................... . 
Medina .................................. .. 
Ottawa ................................... . 
Paulding ................................ . 
Portage ................................. . 
Putnam .................................. . 
Sandu~ky ............................... . 
Seneca ................................... . 
S•ark .................................. . 
Summit ................................. . 
Trumhull ............................... . 
Van Wert .............................. . 
Wayne .................................. . 
Wood ..................................... . 
MIDDLE SEC'l'ION. 
Belmont ............................... . 
Champaign ............................. . 
Clark ..................................... . 
Coshocton .............................. . 
Darke ................................... . 
Delaware ............................... . 
Franklin .............................. . 
Holmes .................................. . 
Knox ...................................... . 
Mercer .................................. .. 
Muskingum ........................... . 
Shelby ................................... . 
SOUTHERN SECTION. 
Fayette ................................. .. 
Greene ................................... . 
Montgomery .......................... . 
Ross ..................................... .. 
Vinton ................................. .. 
Warren ................................. .. 
SUMMARY. 
Northern Section ................... .. 
Middle Section ...................... .. 
Southern Section ................. .. 
Entire State ............................ . 
No. of 
samples. 
4 
6 
2 
5 
1 
16 
4 
3 
11 
~2 
l 
6 
4 
12 
17 
4 
4 
4 
1 
14 
84 
1 
] 
14 
9 
8 
6 
4 
2 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
5 
4 
4 
4 
226 
57 
20 
Average 
weight of 
beets, ozs. 
10.3 
7.8 
54 
27.0 
29.1 
11.2 
11.1 
23.5 
12.6 
15.3 
19.5 
12 4 
14.8 
1.5.1 
22.6 
12.4 
!}.9 
14.7 
7.8 
14.8 
8.7 
9.8 
6.2 
16.2 
13.4 
20.9 
8.4 
25.0 
92 
20.7 
11.4 
20.9 
15.4 
9.4 
9.7 
9.4 
23.4 
7.0 
12.3 
6.9 
12.6 
15.9 
12.5 
--------
303 13.2 
Sugar in 
beds, 
per cent. 
10.7 
12.4 
13.9 
9.9 
10.9 
13.3 
12 9 
9.1 
11.9 
11.7 
14 8 
12 9 
12.8 
10.2 
12.9 
10.6 
10.6 
9.7 
13.4 
9.3 
10.7 
12.1 
14.3 
ll.l'i 
94 
10.0 
10 2 
10.0 
8.8 
133 
14 5 
8.7 
86 
12.7 
75 
9.2 
8.9 
89 
93 
51 
11.3 
10.7 
8.1 
----
10.9 
Purity 
coo:fiicieut. 
78.5 
79 6 
839 
72.0 
78 1 
82.4 
77.0 
65.3 
81.9 
78.5 
86.7 
830 
77.9 
76.2 
81.6 
74.7 
79.8 
74.3 
82.4 
71.6 
77.0 
82 5 
8!'1.0 
79 . .) 
76.9 
73.8 
78.8 
78 0 
72.7 
81.6 
84.2 
69 9 
67.6 
80.5 
73.9 
69.3 
668 
75 2 
67.3 
57 3 
77.8 
77.4 
67 5 
----
77.1 
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The results are, as a whole, disappointing to those who looked upon 
the past season as favorable to sugar beets; the fact is that the season 
was a favorable one for a stand of beets and possibly also for the tonnage 
secured, while the most unfavorable for sugar content and purity 
~oefficient in the beets since the present sugar beet experiments were 
inaugurated, in 1897. The average of the analyses for the northern 
section i:-, 11.3 per CE>nt. sugar in beets and 77.8 purity coefficient; lor tl e 
middle section 10.7 per cent. sugar in beets and 77.4 purity; for the 
southern section 8.1 per cent. sugar and 67.5 purity; while for the whole 
state the results give an average of 10.9 per cent. sugar in beets and a 
purity of 77.1. The counties of the northern section appear to be ev< n 
more decid~>dly in the lead with respect to quality of beets analyzed, than 
in other seasons. Sandusky and Henry counties, in which beets were 
largely grown for the factory at Fremont, indicate the beneficial effects 
of supervision and better care in growing sugar beets. 
Table VI gives a comparison of the general results of the sugar 
beet analyses by sections and for the entire state during 1897, 1898, 1899 
and 1900, and certainly exhibits decided fluctuations; in short the results 
for 1900 are the most unsatisfactory of all the years covered. It will 
not be easy to offer a single really adeq.uate explanation of the decided 
differences in the averages for the years 1897 and 1898 on the one hand, 
and those of 1899 and 1900 on the other. From fairly satisfactory 
results in 1897 and 1899 there is much deviation in 1898 and 1900. If 
we are to seek an explanation we are rather more likely to find one in 
the conditions which favor or retard the maturity of the beets and their 
elaboration of sugar; it would seem that these are synchronous. 
Section. 
TABI.E VI: COMPARISON OF GENERAL RESUI.TS FOR 1897, 1898, 1899 AND 1900. 
Number of samples. Average weight of beets 
-ounces. Sugar in beets-per cent. Purity <'Oelllcient. 
1897. 1898. 1899. 1000. 1897. 1898.,1899. 1900. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 1897. 1898. 1899. 190J. 
Southernseotion ................................. l 67 51 20 20 31.4 18.4 
1 
21.6 1~.5 I~.~ 10.9 12.1 8.1 75.3 ?6.9 77.5 67.5 
Middle section...................................... 13! 153 18 57 32.6 1Y,6 23.5 15.9 1~.·! 11.1 12.0 10.1 7l!.U 76.9 'ii.B 77.4 
Northern section................................ 355 294 93 226 29,2 26,0 20.5 12.6 13.6 11.6 u.o 11.3 7U.4 78.7 81.5 77.8 
Entirestate ................................... -554" 498~-soB&J.G 22S~~ 1s.21s.s-li-::l I2Y 1o-:9-7d:7 7;-:9'8Q~ -77.1 
TABLE VII: VARIETIES PI.ANTED MAY 16, 1900 
Improved K1einwanzleb· White Improved (Vilmo- Zehringen (Strandes) 3942. Russian Kleinwanzlebener Ger. Kl. Wanzlebener 
ener (I.icht} 1900, rln} 3941. (Mrozinski} 31143 and 4416 cmvpe > 3944. 
I I I Date of analysis. 
·-· .. t·"'~ .. Average1Sugar tnj Average j Sugar in I Average .sugar inj Average/sugar !n/ wt. of beets- Purity wt. ot b r1 wt. of beets- rurity wt. of b t p 't wt. of b t p It beets- . · beets- t eets- ru ty. beets- 1 • beets- ee s- un y. beets-~ ~e s- I ur y. 
grammes per cent.! grammes·per cent. grammesiKt'ammes grammes'grammes, grammes per cent. 
I I I I I __ 
I J 143 {10.4 J 76.7 October 2, 1900 ..................... 80 10.4 76,4 86 10.4 76.7 136 9.5 73. t131 9.5 I 74,1 171 9.4 75 
" 16, 1900 .................. 159 10.fl 77.6 150 10.2 "18.1 164 10. 76.1 rl I 9.7 { 76.1 177 10.9 79.8 111 i 9.5 79.4 
November 6, 1900 .............. 123 13. 'i9.6 151 12.8 81.8 1711 13.9 81.6 145 { 13 7 { 80.9 08 13,8 80.1 94 12.6 70.9 
.. 20, 1900 ............... 132 12.7 82.7 116 11.11 -.o.s 128 10.4 76.4 J 75.3 { 11. 177.3 46.6 11.4 78.4 140.6 11.7 l77.3 
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VARIETY TESTS. 
Five varieties of sugar beet seed, from as many European seed 
growers, were tested on some rather thin land at the Station, under the 
direction of the Chemist. A good stand of beets was secured at each 
planting, April 14, April '1.7 and May 16 respectively. Samples were 
taken at different dates and the results are exhibited in Table VII. 
The maximum of quality in these beets, which were quite small, 
was obtained for the most part in those sampled November 6th. The 
details as to varietal differences are fully tabulated. There was a decid-
edly better stand in the .field before thinning from numbers 3942, 3943 
and 4416. 
The original Kleinwanzlebener is reported to have given the best 
results in the beet sugar work at the Fremont factory. Six varieties are 
to be included in the co-operative tests, offered by this Station for 1901 
THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY IN OHIO. 
With the season of 1909, Ohio was enrolled among the states pos-
sessing a beet sugar factory; the Fremont works of the Continental 
Sugar Company, nominally a 350 ton plant, ayeraging 356 tons per day of 
24 hours during the entire run, and slicing as high as 436 tons of beets 
per day, began running October 25, 1900, and closed December 26, 
1900. This factory received 21,500 tons of beets, obtained from about 
2,200 acres; by these .figures a tonnage showing of about 9.8 tons per 
acre is the first year's results in this line. While from the sugar making 
side of the industry the low sugar content and purity of the beets have 
given, of necessity, less satisfactory results than should occur at another 
time, the yields of beets have been decidedly promising to the growers. 
Some failures and some highly profitable crops intersperse, as was to be 
expected, the general record for the year. Sugar beet growing is new 
to most of our farmers, and it is not expected that a single season will 
disclose all the knowledge of beet growing that it is possible for them to 
acquire. It is, however, from the general outlook, fairly reasonable to 
predict that this new industry will now claim an increasing amount of 
attention within our borders. A large modern plant has been con-
structed, has successfully handled the beets grown for it, and is again 
before the farming public of its vicinity for agreements as to next year's 
beet supply. Having started upon acreage contracted for but a single 
season, possible elements of discord are thereby greatly reduced, if not 
altogether avoided. After a season, the poorest for the period covered 
by our Station's sugar beet investigations, and one in which the beet 
yields have been above, rather than below, well grounded anticipations, 
Ohio growers are offered a liberal beet agreement for the year of 1901. 
It would appear to an outside observer that these conditions afford a 
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good opportunity to test fairly the future of the Ohio beet sugar indus-
try for the region in which the factory is located. 
If, as many believe, northern Ohio will be found adapted to the profit-
able growing of beets and the successful conduct of a beet sugar factory 
in working those beets, what is soon to be determined will have a marked 
effect upon the future agricultural practice in the regions concemed. It 
would seem opportune, therefore, to give some space to the discussion 
of certain phases of the new sugar industry. 
THE BEET SUGAR FACTORY. 
A modern beet sugar factory exhibits in the general construction 
the triumphs of mechanical skill and ingenuity, at the same time that 
its methods of actual sugar making are the result of care1ul chemical 
investigation and are controlled at almost every stage by chemical 
analysis. Herein we may find much to interest us; every detail of con-
struction and arrangement is planned to serve its particular end. 
The accompanying illustration (Figure 2) will convey an idea of the 
Fremont factory, and comparatively speaking, of other beet sugar facto-
ries employing the same processes. The beet storage is provided in sheds, 
into which the beets are discharged from wagons or unloaded from the 
cars. E1ch of these sheds has the bottom sloping to the middle, beneath 
which is the flume; in it the beets are carried by flowing water to the 
factory proper, and out of it they are lifted by a wheel and delivered to 
the washer. After washing, the beets are automatically thrown within 
reach of the carrier, by means of which they are taken to the top of the 
building and delivered to the weighing machine; this machine dis-
charges at a definite weight, about 600 pounds, meanwhile recording the 
hUmber of loads, and the beets drop into the hopper of the slicing 
machine. The curved knives of the slicer cut the beets into pencil-like 
strips, or cossettes, as they are called, which are in turn delivered to the 
open diffusion cell or chamber of the diffusion battery below, through 
the long, sloping spout. About two and one-half tons of cossettes are 
required to each cell of the diffusion battery ; after filling, the newly 
filled chamber is placed last in the line of flow of the hot water passing 
through these chambers to extract the sugar, or other substances dis-
solved in the beet juices. Herein is the e<;sential difference between dif-
fusion and direct extraction of saccharine matter by gnnding or crush-
ing and subsequent pressure. The slicing into cossettes is the preparation 
of the beet for extraction of its juices by the diffusion process. All are 
more or less familiar with the primitive crushing and juice extraction 
practiced with sorghum, with apples and with other fruits as exemplify-
ing the old process of juice extraction. (Figure 3 ) 
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FIGURE 2.-A MODERN SUGAR BEET FACTORY. 
The Fremont works of the Continental Sugat· Company, Fremont. On the right is shown the end of the beet sheds nearest the fac· 
tory, with empty wagon descending the incline: a similar incline at the farther end is for the ascent of the loaded wagon,. In th•· een. 
ter of the factory building, beneath the roof projection at the right hand of the tower, is situated the autom,ttic weighing machine. 
slicer, and diffusion batteries. It is at this Pnd of the factory that beets are taken in. The white sugar is diScharged at tb.c further end. 
'!'he cbemicallabora.tory is on the first floor. at the extl'eme left of the main building. The seed bouse is seen in the background at 
the left, and in tbe foreground the offices and scales. A beet field is in front of the factory. 
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FIGURE 3.-Interior of the same factory,looklng from the end toward the beet sheds, and showing in the foreground the diflusion battery, con-
sisting of many large cells, with 'lieed beets discharging into one of them. In the background are vlbible the vacuum tanks, and in the extreme bacl<-
ground. to the right, is shown that part of the factory in which the sugar is put into the barrels. (l<'rom photograph of Continental Sugar Co.) 
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The sugar juices from the diffusion cells will be diluted more or less, 
according to the volume of water used in their extraction ; manifestly 
there is a limit in the extraction of the sugar from the cosettes, now 
become the pulp, beyond which profitable extraction cannot be secured 
because of the dilution of the diffusion juice. 
Broadly speaking, about one-half of one per cent. of sugar remains 
in the pulp for the reasons stated; a more complete extraction would 
involve greater dilution and mean more water to evaporate in the pro-
cess of sugar separation. The technical control of such processes 
involves many factors that will scarcely occur to the non-technical reader, 
or visitor at a beet-sugar factory. 
The juice, or liquor from the diffusion battery, is passed through 
the sulfuring tanks where bleaching is to be secured by the fumes of 
burning sulfur; then the same liquor is passed to a tank for first car-
bonation. This process consists in the addition of lime in excess to pre-
cipitate especially the albuminoid substances in the juice and subse-
quently in passing gaseous carbon dioxid (saved in the process of bU1n-
ing the lime required) through this limed juice to precipitate any excess 
of lime and reduce, or neutralize the alkaline reaction. From the first 
carbonation the liquor is passed through the filter presses to 
remove all precipitated material, such as lime, albuminoid substances, 
and the like. From the filter presses come the lime cake of the factory. 
From the first set of filter presses the liquor passes through a second 
course of liming and carbonation, the '' second carbonation '' and again 
through a succeeding set of filter presses. 
After the second carbonation, the somewhat changed juice or liquor 
is ready for the evaporating tanks, or vacuum tanks as they are usually 
called, where in a series of four tanks the liquor is evaporated, under 
reduced air pressure, to a "thick liquor" containing about fifty per cent. 
sugar. The vacuum tanks are interesting as illustrating the effect of the 
atmospheric pressure upon the boiling point of a liquid. These tanks 
are closed chambers, connected with each other and capable of contain-
ing a large volume of liquor. Through the tanks and liquor are a series 
of copper pipes. Through pipes of the first tank live steam is passed 
while the vapor from the evaporation goiug on in the first tank passes 
through the copper pipes of the second, and so for each one successively. 
The air is exhausted from the tlpper space of each chamber by trickling 
water and pump, so that a nearly uniform pressure is maintained for 
each, though different for the several tanks. This means about as fol-
lows: 
For first v1cuum tank nora1al pressure, boiling at 100 degrees C. 1212 F.) 
For seconcl, a low vacuum, or a reduction of 2~ to 5 lbs. in the pressure, 
hailing at about 85 degrees C. (185 degrees F.) 
For thirJ, less pressure, about half of normal, boiling at about 65 degrees C. 
(149 degrees F.) 
For fourth, an exhaustion of about 12 pounds, or a pressure of about 3 lbs. 
boiling at a'>out 53 degrees C. (127.4 degrees F.) ' 
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The ''thick liquor'! from the vacuum tanks, containing, as is 
stated above, about 50 per cent. of sugar, is drawn off from the fourth 
tank, filtered through bag filters, sulfured again and then passed in:o 
'' the vacuum strike pan "on the next level above. In this, evaporation 
proceeds under even better vacuum, until the desired consistency is 
reached for subsequent crystallization of the sugar. From the strike 
pan the thick, pa<>ty mass is discharged into the graiuing pan, where it 
ts continually stirred to induce proper crystallization; thence it is drawn 
to the centrifugals, which are chambers, or hollow cylindrical bodies 
with the outer margin of the hopper of perforated brass, revolving at a 
very high speed and surrounded by a fixed external jacket. The 
molasses is thus thrown out of the mass and caught by the external 
jacket; the crystallized sugar remaitts behind, is washed to free from 
adhering molasses and is then ready for drying in a heated dryer, and 
subsequent pulverizing of any lumps. As the finished sugar drops into 
the barrels, it is yet warm and almost entirely free from moisture, polar-
izing between 99.5 and 100 per cent. of sugar; in fact any slight 
deviation from 100 per cent. in polarization is usually to be attributed to 
imperfections in drying or to subsequent slight absorption of moisture. 
There are further vacuum pans found here for the handling of 
molasses; anti there are special processes, such as Steffen's, Osmose and 
some others, that have not been introduced into the Fremont works. 
The largest loss in beet sugar manufacture is undoubtedly in the final 
molasses, which in our country is not utilized, and is in fact, difficult 
to utilize even with pulp for stock feeding, as is reported to be the 
practice in Germany. The beet pulp too is not as yet utilized, though 
promising to be valuable in cattle feeding; it is dropped into a large silo 
outside the factory. 
So much by way of explanation of the factory processes. Lime 
kilns, seed houses, cooper shops, boiler sheds and other features of a 
sugar factory do not differ essentially from similar features of any other 
industrial enterprise. 
THE FARMERS' SIDE OF THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY. 
It has been well said that the mechanks of the beet sugar industry 
has been brot1ght to a high state of perfection in America, but that the 
agriculture of beet growing in our country has not advanced in propor-
tion. If this be true even of states where the industry has been estab-
lished longer than in Ohio, it is all the more certainly true with our 
people who have just begun. The point here worth making is that a 
considerable period of experience must be anticipated before great 
advances may be realized. If we but consider how much of experienc;;, 
is behind our usual growing of wheat, potatoes and corn, and further how 
much seems to be unsettled and yet to be acquired, we may appreciate 
the need for greater knowledge in the handling of a new crop of the 
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h'IGURE 4.-.l<'ield operations in sugar beet growing; doubling up teams to haul wagons out of the 
beet fields. 'fhe wagons of this style carry 3 tons of beets. 
J..•IGUHlC 5.-Unloading beets into the factory bt}et sheds. Uy this mea.ns the wagons ar~ uu1uu.ded 
In 1 X to 2 minutes. ( J<'rom photograph of Continental Sugar Company.) 
3 Ex. Sla. Bul. 126 
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nature of sugar beets. In sugar beet culture the factory exercises a 
wholesome technical control by which we are supplied at once with a 
means o~ judging the results of our efforts; for corn and potatoes and 
even also for wheat the possible inferiority of the product is very often 
too much neglected. 
The essentials of the agriculture of the beet sngar industry must 
be some time mastered and possible improvements of methods must be 
applied before the grower will be able to command the situation in a 
manner at all desirable or acceptable to the progress of the industry. 
New experiences iu the adaptations of his soil, the matters of proper 
plowing, the better dates for planting and the most profitable rotation 
to follow, all crowd to the front and demand solution; nor can the final 
solution be secured in a limited number of years. Sugar beet growing, 
like corn growing, wheat culture and stock raising, is a matter to be 
taken with the grasp that contemplates a future of considerable duration 
and would utilize every feature for knowledge and for profit. The 
long, strong effort, not the spasmodic effort, will be of most help. 
The matters of distance to plant, space in thinning, and cultivation 
necessary are covered by factory instructions by men of experience. 
Repetition need not be made here. One point, that of interspaces 
should perhaps be mentioned, because of previous suggestions favoring 
small spaces, a thick stand and small beets. It is apparent that this is 
not a practicable suggestion. The cost of harvesting and topping is 
increased by it and without adequate return. With 18 or 20 inch rows, 
thinning to 8 or 10 inches apart gives larger beets and fewer to top; 
this plan is that followed by the factory agricultural manager. The 
conditions of success are much the same as in any other line-close 
study, continued observation and prolonged effort. Most of the really 
valuable· improvements muc;;t be v. orked out with experience in beet 
growing. 
SUBSOIUNG AND EARI.,.Y PI.,.AN'l'ING ESSEN'l'IAI.,. FOR BEE'l'S. 
Forethought ii'i an invaluable sort of judgment to exercise. Nowhere 
is this more indispensable than with a crop like sugar beets, in which 
both yield and quality are liable to be affected. Forethought applies 
here in selecting the land sufficiently in advance to prepare it by fall 
plowing, and in any event by subsoiling. This matter of subsoiling has 
been well presented in a leaflet just issued by the Continental Sugar Co., 
entitled "First hints on sugar beet culture." The two illustrations ap-
pearing herewith are taken from that leaflet by the kind permission of 
the company. The significance of the illustrations is many fold. The 
unbroken hard·pan, too often found in :firm soils sets a lz'mit to the volume 
of water stored in the soil, as well as a lim1t to the downward growth of 
the beets ; the land prepared by subsoiling stores a larger volume of 
water against the time of need. It goes without any detailed statement 
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FIGURE 6.-Showing the normal development of the sugar beet in 
ground properly prepared. Any under-crust, or hardened sub-soil 
tormed by previous handling, has been broken up by subsoiling. The 
tap-roots of the young beets can then have 14 inches of roots on which 
to build up the beet instead of 7 inches, as in figure 7. (From cut 
loaned by th11 Continental Sugar Company.) 
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FIGURH 7.-Showing imperfect development of the sugar beet in 
ordinary 7-inch plowing. Here the tap root has reached the hard-
packed, dry soil, which it is unable to penetrate. The root accordingly 
divides; sends out branches, and in the course of growing the beet is 
forced out of the grouud. The plowing in this case has left an under 
crust, which is found more impervious than the subsoil below it. 
(From cut loaned by the Continental Sugar Company.) 
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of reasons that the plants commanding the greater supply of plant food, 
and in most equable dtstribution, will yield the heavier crop. (Figures 
6 & 7.) 
Fall plowing is invaluable, not alone because of better provision 
(with subsoiling) for water storage, but because £t makes early planting 
possible. No satisfactory results in beet growing can be secured without 
first having a good stand of beets; early planting, if possible, as early as 
March, and certainly during April whenever and wherever it can be 
practiced on suitable beet land, will make for a better stand than late 
planting. Not only will it do this, but it will result in earlier maturity, 
other things being equal, and c0nsequently in earlier and more agreeable 
harvesting and less expenstve delivery to cars or factory. I feel assured 
that a beet grower must determine at an early date where the next year's 
crop is to be grown, prepare by fall plowing and subsoiling, and that he 
may not wait to come to a conclusion on these points until he is per-
suaded to sign a contract for beet growing as the time of planting 
approaches. 
SUGAR BEET DISEASES. 
Sugar beet growing is attended by the appearance of certain of the 
diseases to which this plant is susceptible. The list is, as yet, not a very 
l•mg one, nor are the damages greater than with older and better known 
crops. We are prepared now to offer only a brief preliminary discu~sion of 
beet disea:,es; the questions as to beet diseases and their remedies are 
soon to arise in the course of beet culture. 
ThE:: diseases of the beet are of various types or classes with respect 
to the organs attacked, or the effects produced, but broadly speaking 
they may be said to cause loss to the grower in one, two or three ways:-
Either, first, the disease may injure the stand, or the growth of the beets 
and make a satisfactory crop impossible; or, second, the disease may 
g1 eatly reduce the sugar content of the beet; or third, as the combined 
result of the stated influences, notably in the case of leaf dis~ases of the 
sugar beet, yield and sugar content may both be unfavorably influenced. 
In Europe many diseases attacking the beet have long been known 
and carefully studied; while it does not follow that the diseases of great-
est destructiveness will be the same for both countries, usf."ful lessons 
may be drawn from European experience. Taking into consideration 
the beet diseases found in neighboring states, as well as those known to 
occur in Ohio, we conclude that the beet root is liable to show the effects 
of root-rot or root-blight, heart-rot or dry-rot, scab, crown gall and bac-
teriosis, while the leaves may suffer from leaf spot and from the attacks 
of insects. 
ROO'!' RO'l' AND DAMPING-OFF (WURZELBRAND.) 
The Germans speak of Wttrzelbrand, or as we may put it ''root-
blight," which is a falling of young seedlings, and report upon it in such 
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a way as to indicate an external variable trouble. Stift 1 passes by the 
statement of Eidam that the Rizoctonia fungus is an important fac-
tor in this disease, but credits it with producing the root-destroying dis-
ease, (Wi.irgeltcedter der RUbe) the American root-rot. Pammel 2 sup-
ports the observations of both Eidam and Kuehn, as will be seen by 
his paper; a like interpretation is marle by Duggar 3 but with the 
statement that somewhat of slowness has been observed in the trans-
mission of the beet Rhizoctonia to seedlings of other plants attacked by 
similar troubles. Duggar treats of this Rhizoctonia fungus in the paper 
named, more especially in relation to the root-rot of the large beets 
which he has found in New York. This latter trouble shows its effects 
1ater in the season; it aftects portions of the beet as shown by the same 
writer. In growing beet seedlings during the past winter, in the Patho-
logium of the Botanist of this station, severe damping off has been 
experienced. The Rhizoctonia fungus has been associated with all the 
cases so far studied. In view of the recent discovery of the same fungus 
in great abundance upon potatoes at this Station, growing out of a sug-
gestion by Stewart,; as well as its occurrence to a limited extent on 
sugar beets at harvesting, it would seem necessary to study carefully the 
disease attributed to it. At present no statements can be made that will 
indicate the probable losses ; the loss on seedlings from this, or similar 
causes promises to excel those from rotting of large beets. 
Remedial measures are, as yet, largely experimental with us. Seed 
treatment to destroy spores, etc., present in the seed, soil treatment to 
reach and retard, o:: destroy, the fungi in the soil, and fertilizer applica-
tions, particularly of superphosphates to secure a more vigorous pushing 
of the seedling beets, have all been supported by good results in particu-
lar instances. In Europe, soaking the seed for 20 hours in 'i! to 1 per 
cent solution of carbolic acid, made by dissolving -?r to 1 pound of the 
given material in 12-} gallons of water, seems to be the commonly recom-
mended seed treatment; after treatment the seed is dried before plant-
ing. The same percentages of copper sulfate, and even 2 per cent solu-
tions of the vitro! have been employed in this manner. Either blue 
vitrol or carbolic acid may be used. Solutions of potassium sulfid, used 
either by sprinkling or immersion of seed, and the hot \Vater treatment, 
both essentially the treatments employed for oat smut, have been cham-
pioned by Jensen for beet seed. The use of Formalin after the method 
of Bolley is also to be considered. 
1 Die Krankheiten der Zuckerriibe, Nach den Erfahruugen der Wibseuschaft 
uud. Praxis, bearbeitet von Anton Stift, Director-Stellvertreter der versuchsstation 
des C::entralvereines fur Ri.ibenzucker·Industrie in der Oesterr-ungar Monarch1~. 
Mit 16 farbigen lithographischen Tafeln. Wien, 1900, p. 14. 
2 Bulletin lo, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. 248-25 (18~11). 
6 Bulletin Hi3, Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. 346 50 
(1899). 
• F. C. Stewart, New York Experiment Station, Geneva, N.Y., in letter, October• 
1900. 
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Liming the soil by moderate applications, specifically stated in most 
of the foreign papers to be for physiological reasons, such as neutraliz-
ing acidity, and supplying calcium oxid, has likewise given good results 
under particular conditions. The well known work of Halsted" on cab-
bage club root, in which he shows the very great value of quicklime in 
checking the attacks of the club-root fungus, Plasmodiophora Brassicce 
Wor. on seedling turnips and on cabbages grown in soil infested by the 
fungus, as well as the decisive results recently obtained by the writer 
with quicklime in preventing the attacks of onion smut, Urocystis Ccl>-
zt!m Frost, upon seedling onions, point to the direct effect of fresh lime, 
in checking parasitic fungi. 
Quicklime, applied preferably as the ground lime, just before plant-
ing, is worthy of trial for the damping-off troubles often from both 
points of view. namely, to check fungi and to favor growth of the seed-
ling beets. There is danger, according to European experience, of 
reduced sugar content in beets by fresh liming. 
The use of phosphatic fertilizers is supported by direct experimen-
tation on beets, as with certain other crops. This treatment secures 
more prompt and more vigorous growth of the seedling beets, at the 
same time insuring a larger yield. For the seedling troubles it is rec-
ommended to be sown as a light application in the furrows with the beet 
seed; presumably similar effects will arise from previously drilling in 
or broadcasting, the fertilizer, aud larger quantities may be used with 
safety. We have found acid phosphate less favorable than Thomas 
slag. The seed treatment and liming, just considered, may be more 
local in application, especially the former, while the use of acid phos-
phate, or Thomas slag, will in all probability be generally profitable. 
Experiments under glass have been made to test the effects of these 
various treatments, or fertilizing substances, upon the germination of 
the beets as well as upon the amount of damping-off under these con-
ditions. To date the results are negative save as to retarding effects of 
acid phosphate on the seedling beets compared with Thomas slag. 
HEART-ROT OR DRY-ROT HERZ·UND TROCKENFiltULE. 
This disease, attributed to Phoma Betae Frank and to St>orodesm•um 
putrtjacims, is one much discussed in Europe. I am not at all certain as 
to its distribution in Ohio, although diseased beets have been found at 
Wooster and referred to this trouble in the past season. 
The external evidence of the dio;ease.consists in the blackening and 
dying of the central leaves and later in external rotting of the beet; like-
wise this disease is prevalent during drouth in August and September-
hence the two names by which the disease is known. 
While some of the older leaves die at the same time, from without, 
the death of the point of new growth in this disease will serve to distin-
guish it sharply from the death of the older leaves as a result of leaf-
5 Bulletin No. 98, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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spot. As in the case of the death of the leaves from any cause, new 
leaves soon put out and the sugar percentage in the beet is reduced. 
The pycnidia of the fungus may be found upon the surface of the 
diseased parts in a sufficiently advanced stage; earlier only mycelium is 
found. Figure se\'en, Bulletin 121, shows the details as to the pycnidia 
and spores of the beet Phoma befote named. 
The claim is made that this heart-rot is propagated by spores which 
adhere to the seed, and for this reason seed treatment with copper sul-
fate has been recommended. The heart· rot would also be progagated by 
successive cropping with beets. Specimens of this trouble would be 
thankfully received from beet fdds in Ohio. 
BEET SCAB. 
Scab in potatoes has been attributed to a fungus called Oospora 
scabies Thaxter. The same external roughening and similar injurious 
effects arise from the scab of sugar beets; it has further been shown 
that it is the same fungus which produces both the scab of potatoes and 
that of beets. In the case of seed potatoes, treating the seed with 
corrosive sublimate solution, or with solution of formalin , has proved 
effective where this seed is planterl in scab-free soil. L and that bas 
produced scabby potatoes, or scabby beets, and usually land that has 
been recently manured. cannot he rated as free from scab. Since for 
sugar beets we must look to the soil and not to the beet seed for scab 
infection, prevention of scab lies in avoidance of land that has yielded 
scabby potatoes, or scabby beets, the previous season; it may also occur 
that scab will remain a second season in the iniected land. 
CROWN GALL OF S U GAR BEET. 
Both in the plots at the Experiment Station, Wooster, and 111 the 
beet fields delivering to the Fremont factory, 
several cases of this trouble were observed last 
season. The disease manifests itself as en-
largemen~s. or galls, commonly upon the side 
of the beet near the crown. In Europe this 
trouble is known under the name of Wurzel-
kropf (root-craw) and reduces the sugar per-
centage of affected beets. The analogous ap-
pearance of the growths to those occurring on 
the crown and roots of fruit. trees would sug-
gest that the name of crown gall is strictly ap-
propriate. An illustratiou of a Wooster speci-
men is presented herewith (Figure 6) . While 
the contagious nature of the disease is to be in-
ferred, experiments are under way to prove the 
correctness of this inference. The disease will 
scarcely prove very injurious, though possessing 
h · f h · · I 'II b l<'IGURlll 8.-Hugar beet at-muc 1nterest or t e mvestlgator. t WI e tacked by crown gall. 
better to avoid planting again immediately in 1and that has produced 
the di;;eased beets. 
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BACTERIAL DISEASE, OR BACTERIOSIS OF SUGAR BEET. 
Dr. Arthur and Miss Golden earlv called attention to a bacterial 
parasite of the sugar beet.6 A similar disease, or possibly more than 
one specific bacterial disease of the sugar beet, has been more recently 
recognized in Europe. The writer has observed diseased beets in Ohio 
which exhibited the symptoms described as characteristic of this malady. 
Affected beets show a tendency to corrugation, or buckling in the 
leaves ; the plants ~row l.ess vigorously and remain smaller, and usually 
die back earlier. Upon cutting across 'l diseased beet the bundles of 
fibres, which are arranged as concentric rings in the beet root, are 
found to be darkened and to be much more prominent than in healthy 
beets. [n Europe the common bacteriosis causes dying of the long 
root tips, and for that reason is called Rubenschwanzfaule, or rot of the 
root-tip. The sugar content of the beet is also greatly reduced. Men-
tion is made of this disease to call the attention of growers and others 
who handle sugar beets to the possible prevalence of such symptoms. 
LEAF-SPOT OF THE SUGAR BEET. 
Judging from its previous abundance, we have in the leaf-spot 
fungus of the beet, Cercospora betiwla Sacc., perhaps the mo'>t injurious 
disease producer for our region. A little reflection will indicate how 
vital good leaves are when we would grow a good yield of good quality 
beets. That leaves with dead areas, or impaired color, are not good, 
efficient leaves for the work of the plant, likewise, needs only to be 
stated to be apprehended. Both the growth of the beet root and the per-
centage of sugar contained in it, are impaired in proportion to the 
attacks of this disease on the leaf. 
As shown by the specimens, thf' leaf-spot fungus causes usually 
small, dead areas, commonly very numerous and circular in form, in the 
leaves of the beet. Each spot may be but a small fraction of an inch in 
diameter, but has a light colored center, often almost white, with a 
darker border. The lar~er spots are often approximately -} inch across, 
including the border. Ultimately, the affected leaves perish before their 
time; this is most marked at critical periods, as of prolonged sunshine, 
etc., just when there is most need for efficient leaves. It is not a natural 
course of ripening that a large share of the leaves should die, and at 
times this fungus kills them all in this manner, thus forcing the plant to 
send out many new leaves. A great danger in this connection is the 
tendency to regard the death of the beet leaves from the disease as a 
matter of course, a natural occurrence with the beet. 
Just what conditions in detail induce greater abundance of the leaf-
spot can scarcely be stated now. Like other fungous diseases, this 
trouble is worse in c;howery weather. It has also been observed to be 
6 Bulletin 39, Indiana Experiment Station, 1892. 
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much worse on soils planted a second time successively in beets. The 
same disease is rarely absent from garden bef'ts and may therefore be 
rated as ready to develop when suitable conditions are offered. 
Bordeaux m1xture spra)ed upon the beets has proved very bene-
ficial with garden beets and mangels. Applications may be ma<l.e as 
soon as the beets are thinned, but may safely await the appearance 
of the first spots of this sort, if the growing beets are under close 
observation. The aim in spraying should be to cover the leaves com-
pletely with a fine spray of the preparation, and to repeat at intervals of 
two to three wet:ks, until danger is past. The directions contained in 
the spray calendar, Bulletin 102 or 121, will cover any details of pro-
cedure. Rotation of the crop is likely to be required to prevent serious 
outbreaks of this leaf disease. 
RUST AND MILDEW-INSECTS. 
White rust, Cystopus Bliti (Biv.), Rust, Uromyces Betae Tul., and 
mildew Peronospora Schactii Fueckel, are known elsewhere upon the 
beet, the first having been found in Iowa and the second is prevalent in 
California; so far as known these have not occurred on sugar beet 
leaves in Ohio. 
The reader is referred to the statements published in Bulletin 99 
(1899) concerning the serious losses of beets in 1898 from the broad-
striped flea-beetle, a small insect resembling in color-marking, the striped 
cucumber beetle; the smaller size and fleeing habit will enable one to 
recognize them. These insects are especially to be feared during dry 
periods in May and June. Care is required to guard against this pest. 
Bordeaux mixture should be used freely as a deterrent upon the first 
appearance of the beetles. Treatment may also be needed a second time 
if dry weather periods are prolonged. 
Bordeaux mixture with arsenites is worthy of trial for the blister 
beetle; air slaked lime and Paris green proved an effective remedy on 
sugar beets at Wooster in 1!:!00. Popular opinion to the contrary, the 
blister beetles were destroyed by eating leaves dusted with that mixture, 
one part Paris green to sixteen parts air-slaked lime.": Repetition 
becomes necessary after showers. Flour may be used instead of the air-
slaked lime, with which to mix the Paris green or London purple. 
SUMlVIARY. 
This bulletin recounts the distribution of about 1,0b0 pounds of 
sugar beet seed to 203 persons, situated in 60 counties of Ohio in the 
Spring of 1900. 
It further gives, in Tables IV and V, the results of analyses made 
at the Station of 303 samples of beets received from :109 persons; of 
these samples 226 were from the northern section, 57 from the middle 
and 20 from the southern.~ See pages 140 to 154. 
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In Table VI the average results of HlOO are compared with those of 
1H97, 1898 and 1899; Table VII give~ a comparison of varieties tested· 
See page 1 54. 
Seasonal influences upon the sugar content and purity of the beets 
grown are considered in Tables II and III and in Figure I. See pages 
135, 136, 138. 
It is found that periods of comparative drouth and sunshine, having 
a dttration of twenty-five to forty days, are highly favorable to high sugar 
and good purity when these periods occur between Augnst first and 
freezing weather: pages 136-R. 
It is further discovered that the sea'Sous of 1897 and 1899 were 
highly favorable, compared with those of 18H8 and 1900 in Ohio. 
The beet sugar industry is discussed by a brief description of a 
modern factory and by a consideration of this matter from the grower's 
side. Illustrations are here introduced. 
The sugar beet diseases thus far noted in Ohio are root-blight, or 
root-rot, heart or dry-rot, scab, crown gall, and bacteriosis, attacking the 
roots, and leaf-spot attacking the leaves. 
Liming the soil intendtd for beets, preferably in the fall, the appli-
cation of acid phosphate and Thomas slag with the seed, and the treat-
ment of the beet seed itself with fungicidal 1:>ubstances, are suggested 
for root-blight and heart-rot. 
For scab and bacteriosis it is suggested to avoid infected lands; the 
same may apply with respect to crown gall. 
For leaf-spot it is recommended to use Bordeaux mixture as per 
the spray calendar, Bulletin No. 102 or No.121, and to add arsenites for 
the commoner insect troubles. 
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